
 

 

 

Transoft Solutions and InfraCAD Share Center Stage at the Dubai Airport Show 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
May 1, 2014 – Vancouver, BC, Canada  

Transoft Solutions, developers of CAD-based aviation design software and Transoft partner InfraCAD Solutions, 

a leading technology provider to the Civil and Infrastructure sectors in the Middle East region, announce a 

shared booth presence at the Dubai Airport Show, May 11-13, 2014. The show is a leading event exclusively 

dedicated to airport construction, operations and technology. 

 

At their booth, Transoft and InfraCAD will showcase their full line of industry-leading engineering design 

software, including solutions developed by recently acquired Simtra AeroTech of Sweden. Clients across the 

Middle East region use PathPlanner and AeroTURN Pro 3D– powerful, yet user-friendly CAD software for 

airside design. In addition, clients can benefit from using Obstacle Surface Planner and Aircraft Data Viewer for 

planning safe and efficient operations. 

“With all the expansion taking place across the region, we’re pleased to attend the Dubai Airport Show with a 

broad spectrum of aviation planning software to help airports and airport planners handle the increasing 

passenger numbers,” said Gordon Reid, Director of InfraCAD Solutions, a key Transoft software partner. 

“We’re looking forward to demonstrating our full range of solutions to a market segment with extensive 

acquisitions and infrastructure needs in the near future.” 

“The Dubai Airport Show represents the first time we have come to the Middle East region under one unified 

banner and we’re pleased to showcase both of our technologies,” said Transoft’s Vice President of Aviation, 

Ben van Leest. “It’s a unique opportunity to attend the show when airports and airlines in this region are 

expanding in such an impressive fashion.”  

Transoft Solutions and InfraCAD look forward to welcoming everyone to their booth for client feedback along 

with live demonstrations of AeroTURN Pro3D and PathPlanner software and other related software solutions 

for the aviation industry. 

About InfraCAD Solutions 

InfraCAD Solutions focuses on high quality technology and related services to the Civil / Infrastructure sectors 

throughout the Middle East. Agreements are in place with leading international software developers for this 

purpose, enabling the Company to deliver specialist civil and infrastructure design software for Airports, 

Roads, Drainage, Bridges and Visualization. As part of the overall services provided to clients, they also offer a 

Professional Support Service facility to Consultants, Government organizations, Private Property Developers 

and Infrastructure Contractors, centered around Transportation Planning and Geometric Design. For more 

information, please visit www.infracad.com 

 

About Transoft Solutions 

Established in 1991, Transoft Solutions Inc. develops the most thoroughly researched and innovative CAD 

software for the transportation engineering community. Transoft Solutions’ suite of productivity enhancing 

software have become the trusted de-facto standard for over 90% of the Top 100 AEC firms (ENR), 85% of 

North American departments of transportation, and numerous global regulatory agencies. Providing design 

solutions for roads and highways, airports, light rail transit, and highway signs, we give transportation 

professionals the tools they need to design with confidence. 
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